ROCKSPORTS SCHOOL
SERIES 2017

ABOUT

EVENT DETAILS
● 3 events, each with a unique format
◦ Round 1 – Pumpfest
▪ 90 minutes to climb as hard as you can, your top 8 climbs will form
your score.
▪ Including Speed Climbing.
◦ Round 2 – Distance Challenge
▪ Climbers will get 90 minutes, to climb as many climbs as they can,
working in groups of 2-3, it does not matter what colour, just don’t
stop!
◦ Round 3 – Team Challenge
▪ Students will represent their school in a collection of different
challenges,
● Categories for Male / Female & ages.
● Gear Included – harness & shoes
● Each competitor will get a 1 Month membership with us @ Rocksports to
climb some extra – should they wish,
● Cost: $15 per round (inc. Harness), or $40 up front for ALL 3 rounds.

COMPETITION DATES
Round 1

Tuesday 17th October 2017 @ 4pm

Round 2

Tuesday 24th October 2017 @ 4pm

Round 3

Tuesday 31st October 2017 @ 4pm

REGISTRATION
Please provide approx.. numbers by Thursday 12th October.

CONTACT
Tory Pertzel
0416 931 499
tory@rocksports.com.aumailto:tory@rocksports.com.au
mailto:tory@rocksports.com.au

LOCATION
Rocksports Indoor Climbing Gym
224 Barry Parade, Fortitude Valley
QLD 4006

ABOUT

ROCKSPORTS SCHOOL SERIES
Rocksports is a well-known and established brand in the Queensland climbing community.
We're applauded for a social atmosphere, personable staff, and a fantastic, accessible
climbing experience. With this in mind, we wanted to create a series of climbing competitions
that reflected this. Not the kind of event where the strongest get put on show, and the
everyday climbers get to cheer them on – but a celebration of every level of climber, that
encourages participation from all.
We have achieved this through 2 years of solid Social climbing competitions, now we turn our
attention to the School Series, Throughout the year, we are host to dozens of Local Brisbane
Schools, we see hundreds of Students loving the climbs, some walk away & never think of it
again, others walk away & yearn to climb again, in Term 4 of October 2017, they will have this
opportunity!

ABOUT

THE CLIMBING INDUSTRY
The climbing industry in Australia is in a boom – there's no doubt about it. New gyms are
popping up all over the country as indoor climbing moves from being a niche stand-in for
traditional outdoor climbing, to a stand-a-lone sport. The recent success of climbing in
Australia, and around the world, stems directly from its accessibility, and its ability to
promote a healthy and active lifestyle, in a fun, social environment: the climbing gym.

Climbing competitions are an integral part of the growth of the sport of climbing, and are
more than just an event to find the best climber. They are an opportunity for the community
to come together, to celebrate climbing, and to raise awareness about what's happening
inside our sport. With the recent inclusion of climbing in the 2020 Olympics, climbing, and
climbing competitions, are only going to get bigger and better.

